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I, INTROBUGTIOF 
In the analysis of the flow of fluids many simplifi-
eations ha-^e been employed. The Ha^ier-Stokea equation for 
the flow of fluids mafees use of certain simplifying assump­
tions in its de'^elopment and other simplifications have been 
made in soliring it. The resulting solutions are helpful in 
understanding the nature of fluid flow, but each assumption 
made restricts the usefulness of the results. 
A research worker in this field may, therefore, hope to 
contribute by solving the simplified equations under different 
confiitions of flow, by different"methods of solution, or by 
modifying restricted solutions so as to obtain a solution of 
a more general equation. The present paper was undertaken to 
apply a ne^ type of analysis to the flow of viscous fluids 
between eccentric circular cylinders. 
1?he equation 
" 0 (0.1) 
has been used in this paper as the differential equation 
describing the flow of fluids. 
A discussion of the restrictions which it is necessary 
to place on the fluid in order to use the equation V * 0 
will be given before discussing the work done to solve this 
equation. 
The Ma'9'ler-Stokes equation may be given as 
P —1|-. + P? .v¥ • PF - V P  +  V  + / < V % ,  { 0 , 2 )  
where P is the density of the fluid, T the velocity; v 
the operator i j ; F is the external force 
acting on the fluid and p is the mean pressure, i.e. the 
pressure which would act in all directions on a particle of 
fluid if there were no viscosity; ^  is the coefficient of 
viscosity. If the fluid is incompressible v • Y • 0, while 
in steady motion » 0. An external force for which a 
& t 
potential function exists aay be written as the gradient of a 
scalar function, or F "VJT . With these three assumptions, 
the Navier-Stokes equation yields 
n 'VT " PVil-VP (0.3) 
Dividing by P and replacing by i) , the kinematic coefficient 
of viscosity, leaves 
Y 'VV *7-^- 2|_. 
If one uses the condition of incompressibility,V * V » 0, in 
the identity 
- -V X (^x V) + V - - \7 X (Vx T), 
3. 
Page, Leigh. Introduction to Theoretical Physics 
p. g54-8. I}« Tan Nostrand Co., Inc., New York, 1943. 
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tlie Hafier-Stokes equation has tiie form 
Y -VT -V-n.- -i)vx{Vx Y). 
Sine© Y >• 0, Y can be considered the ourl of a vector. 
I.e. T » "V X f. Thus the equation of flow may be written 
{ t )  •  ( V v  X  f )  V P  -  / )  V x [ ^ x { ^ x  t )  3  .  
The pressure and external forces may be eliminated by taking 
the curl of this equation, giving 
vx[ (S7X t) • 2 m ^7x{v x[ t) ]} • 
If the further assumption is made that the fluid motion is a 
two dimensional flow this equation may be written 
-||» ^  - /} (0.4) 
In two dimensional flow f" is called the streara function and 
its physical meaning may be described by the ststeiaent ijr 
equals a constant gives the lines of flow of the fluid. The 
left side of the above equation involves the product of de­
rivatives. If these products are considered small, which is 
th® case when the raotion of the fluid is slow, or if the kine­
matic viscoaity is high, so that the right member is very large 
in comparison ?/ith the left, the equation of flow is 
- 0. (0.1) 
•4— 
In this thesis the last differential equation is solved 
for fluid between rotating eccsentrio circular cylinders. The 
fluid is, of course, subject to all the restrictions imposed 
in deriTing the equation, 
A solution of the equations (0.1) and (0.4) for fluid 
between rotating concejatric cylinders is given by other 
X 
writers , Any solution of vO.4) for an axially symmetric 
condition, such as rotating concentric cylinders, is also a 
8 
solution of (0.1) for that case . 
In 1926 D.L. Holl* published a solution of the equation 
(0.1) for an incompressible fluid between eccentric cylinders. 
The inside cylinder was held stationary while the other on© 
rotated with constant velocity. He also gave the torques on 
the two cylinders and the thrust on the inner cylinder. This 
solution was obtained by using as a co-ordinate system con-
Jugate circles and transfoiming these to rectangular axes by 
a mapping function 
W • a + ip » In ^ ^ 
z - k 
% 
Green, S.L. Hydro and Aero Dynamics p, 1S7. Sir Isaac 
Pitman and Sons Ltd., London. 1937. 
""Any solution of equation (O.l)i which is axially symmetric 
is also a solution of equation (O.S) for: 
By- -|i - -|i- -y -Bl- ^  ^  -fr] 
Holl, Dio Lewis. Tiscous Fluid Motions in Eccentric Cylin­
ders, University of Chicago Abstracts of Theses, Science Series 
I?; 15-19, 1925-26. 
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% a 
G.B. I&fferj end Wllhelm Muller have separately solved 
the problem by the use of bi-polar co-ordinates. They trans­
formed the region between eccentric cylinders and also the 
differential equation (0.1). They then gave the first terms 
of a series expansion of the general solution of the transformed 
equation in terms of the new eo-ordinates as their solution. 
This solution contains eight arbitrary constants to be deter­
mined by Ixjundary and continuity conditions, Muller obtained 
these constants for the oases in which either cylinder is 
stationary and the other rotating with constant speed and stated 
the solution with both cylinders rotating in teims of these two. 
1 
Jeffery, G*B. The Hotation of Two Circular Cylinders in 
a Tiscous Fluid, Proc, Hoy. Soc. London lOlA, 169-74, 19gS, 
e » 
Muller, Wilhelm. Uber die Drehung zvveier Zylinder in 
©Iner zahen Fliissigkeit und die Theori© der Krafte aia. Rotations 
Yiskosimeter, Inn. Phys. Bd, 41, 335-§4. 1942. 
Beltrag zur Theorie der langsamen Str'omung zweier 
exzentriohur Kreiszylinder in der zahen Fliissigkelt, Math, 
gtschr. E2, 177-189. 1942. 
-e~ 
II. SOLUTIOH OF V'*'! » 0 
1« Transformation, to concentrlo cylipders. 
If two eocentric cylinders of infinite leu^th and rodii 
Pj and Pg are set up with axes 'Vertical and rotated with alow 
constant xreloclties the Mharmonic equation 
V^ t - 0 (1.1) 
is the differential equation for the stream lines of the vis­
cous fluid placed "between these cylinders. The viscoun fluid 
is assumed to adhere to the walls of the bounding container. 
This gives the boundary oonditions, with 
on P - Pj., - Mx end || p^p - -BNi 
(1.2) 
on P « Pg, f{Pa) ® Mg ©nd |x « -2H», 
on p«pg 
where - is the tsngential vclooity of the fluid and is 
dn 
taken equal to the velocity of the bounding cylinder. 
For every pair of eccentric circles there exists a 
family of circles whose meiabers are orthogonal to both of the 
given circles. All members of such 8 family have tv/o points 
in oojEMon. In any plane perpendicular to the axes of the 
cylinders the common point interior to the two eccentric 
circles, which are the traces of the bounding cylinders, is 
taken as the origin. The distance between the coinmon points 
is taken as the constant a. (See z-plane of ?igure 1.) 
-7-
z-plane 
a-plane 
twice actual size 
Figure 1 
z-plane and a-plane 
Unprimed points transform to primed points. 
•*-8*-
It has been pro'^'ed^ that every solution of the equation 
(1,1) may toe written in terms of two analytic functions 
and ©o of the complex variable z « x + iy. The solution, 
8 real function. Is 
fCzji") • ^oiz) ioT^ z GqCz) + z ^ q(z). (1.3) 
The bar over a function indicatea the conjugate function of 
the conj-ugate variable. 
The region between the eceentric cylinders is trans­
formed to the region between concentric cylinders by the 
transformation 
z • w (a) « or a = —IS ; (1.4) 
1+a a^z ' 
•E a a 
where a » u + iv, The circles (x - hi) + y » , i » 1 or 2, 
are to be transformed to concentric circles. By the use of 
I . ) and 7 -av 
St u as 
l  +  £ u  +  u  +  v  l  +  S u ^ - u - t - v ,  
the two circles transform to 
u®+ u 1- g ^ 0 (1.5) 
a + 2ah3.+ hi - Pj a 4" 2ahi+ hi - Pi 
For the circles to be concentric the coefficient of u in 
equation (1,5) aust be zero or 
X 
Sokolnikoff, I.S. Mathematical Theory of 'Rlesticity, 
p. 245-4. Brown University, Providence R.I. 1941. 
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ahi + hi - Pi « 0. (1.6) 
It ean also be seen from equations (1.5) and (1.6) that the 
radii transfoim to 
Pi' -
8 6 8 
a + 2ahi + h^ - Pi 
or 
3 , ^  *  — ^ ,  -^e'" (1.7) 
a(a+hi) Pj 
Under the transformation (1.4) the solution becomes 
l|{a,a} • |(ct) i' ^(a) * w(a)0 (a) + w(a) 0(a). (1.8) 
If two circles with radii Pj. > % are given end the 
origin is to be located the distances hi must be known. To 
detenaine these, set i « 1 end 2 in equation (1.5) and elimin­
ate a from the resulting equations. The result is 
« a 
^ k J&. - * h« P i. hi •WIIIIW ixiiiiiifcii •! as - Yr - *-h. - ' ' . fl-9' 
If the eccentricity is denoted by © it is seen froa Figure 1 
that 
e « hi - hjB or hx « hg + e. (1.10) 
Bubstitution of this into (1.9) and solving for h, gives 
e @8 r~~^  8 8 8.8 S 8 
" Pg •" e ~ V (P.1 -• Pg - e ) - 4 Pg e (l.il) 
2e 
10-
Th© positive sign in front of the radical would put the origin 
outside the two cylinders so the negative sign is used in 
equation {1,11)• 
g. Boundary conditions. 
!Ph© velocity, - —is known on the boundary (eq. 1.2). 
It is, therefore, necessary to determine a function which can 
later b© expressed as e series and which is equal to the normal 
derivative of f on the boundary. 
If the noriaal dirsction at the boundary is called n and 
the tangential direction s, while the angle between a direction 
t and the x axis Is celled (t,x), the directional derivatives 
sr© 
dt dt , , dt 
" -r-ir- oos(n.xl + "In fx { , ) sin{n,x) 
•^ 1— » -§f~ cos(s,x) + ..|.t. sin{s,x). 
(2.1) 
These yield 
cos{n,x) -*• coa(s,x) (S.£) 
_|4 1±. rtn(n,x) - -||- sln(s,x), (S,3) 
fhe nomal velocity of the fluid must be sero on the boundary 
or St_ - 0 on the boundary, Use of this and adding i times 
ds 
(E,3) to {E.E) gives 
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+ i ||[ « a |£ " [cosj[n,x) + i sin(n,x)]on boundary 
, dt ^Mn,x) 
"Sn ' boundary. 
This may be written 
_|jL. » g -ilS- 1 on boundary. (2,4) 
dz 
In Figure 1 the angle (n,x) is the angle PAX. The 
following relation holds for the angles shown in Figure 1; 
PAX • POA * OPA " 8P0A - BOA. 
Let POA « y and BO/ » p. The equation is then 
(n,x) » 2y - (S.5) 
Therefore, 
~«iy ip , „ , . « V 
e « e • e w (eos 2y - i sin gy)e 
e iw/ ubstitution for these trigonometric functions in terms of z 
and z gives 
^  ( S . 6 )  
z 
^he transfoimation (1,4) is conformal so that angles are pre­
served. fhe circle to which OB is tangent becomes a straight 
line through the origin as does the x-©xis. Because of this 
the angle 0 in the z~plane becomes angle P»OX* in the a-plsne, 
The lines are revolved 180® so that if 
i 0 
a » re (2.7) 
12-
tiien 0 •» TT + Ip or 
-.i(n,x) ~ iO 
© » - e (2,0) 
z 
Substitution of this into (2.4) yields 
z ^6 I , . 
•* -2 ^© on boundary (2.9) QU oz ^ • 
But, 
dt . dt da « ht 1-
bz d© dz da w* (a) 
(2.10) 
The prime us used to denote differentiation with respect to 
the variable of the function; 2 and a and a* are taken as 
pairs of independent irariebles. Use of tht? solution (1.8), 
the transformation (1.4) and equation (2.10) in the right 
member of equation (2.9) gi'^es 
at _i_ .'®. .'® © * e HEL^a EEE 
w(a) w* (a) w(a) faf 
(2.11) 
dz z 
This function in the right member of equation (2.11) is 
©qual to the normal derivative of the stream function on the 
boundary and so it is a function which is known on the boundary. 
It will b© used in a subsequent section to give equations in­
volving the coefficients which appear in the stream function. 
The forms of ^ and 0 
The function is a measure of the amount of fluid flowing 
between some origin and the point at which "jj is given. 
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Hence f and its derivati'ire will be single-Talued^ real functions, 
Tlie functions ^  and 0 need not be single-valued functions, but 
their forms can b© fletermined, 
a. 
Since the derivatives of ^  are single-valued is 
bzbz 
single-valued, and 
0* (Q ) 0_ . • 1 . 1 . ©lia)+ 0Ma) . HI 
dzdz haba wMa) w' (oT w' (a) w* (aj (a) (3.1) 9 
where HI is the notation used for the reel part of a function. 
This shows that the real part of ^Mo.) is a single-valued 
w* (ct) 
function while the imaginary part may be multiple-valued. 
fhis function satisfies the Geuchy-Bieaann differentirl equa­
tions as may be seen by differentiation. If 
«= X + iY (3.2) 
then 
hX _ dY 
" -W . 
Furthermore, if the function is multiple-valued there will 
be two functions, X + iYj. and X + lYg, which satisfy the 
condition 
hX ^ dY, , dY-
hx dy dy . 
Integration gives Yj, « Yg + tM » To satisfy the other 
Cauchy-Hiemann condition. 
-14" 
end also 
ax „ 
•••^1 imiLiiP m ••••w^ iiiiiwiiAt ^ «iiimM— 
djr dx dx . 
fkerefore, f(x) is a oonstant. It follows that if Y is a 
iiultiple-Talu0<i function, It always has the same increment in 
its values and s© laay he written as a single-valued function 
plus A Ina where A is some real constant. Then, 
« iA Ina + a single-'valued function, (3.3) 
.a 
Differentiation of (1.4) gi^es 
w» (a) « —IS (3.4) 
(1 a)® • 
tjse of this witii (5.3) shows that 
0tfa5 « - ..•-•IM.. Ina + ©xMa), (3.5) 
(l*a)" 
•where 0i(a) is a alngle-¥alu.ed function of a. Integration 
of equation (3.5) yields 
0(a) « -iAa Ina - ln(l+a)] da. (3.6) 
Vfhere f 0 i*(a) might b# multiple--valued but if it is, the 
Increment ia a constant because ©^'(a) is single-'^alued. 
iquation (3.6) may be written 
0(a) » -iAa[ Ina - ln(l+a)J (B+iC) Ina •08(a), (3.7) 
where B and G are real constants and <3a(a) is e single-valued 
-li-
function. Rearranging gi-^es 
©(a) » [B + iA w(a) + ic] Ina + lA a ln(l+a) -•'0e(a), (3,8) 
The form of |> remains to be determined, which will be 
done throu§5h use of the fact that "both velocity components are 
slngl©--?8lued and real. The velocity is 
A A 
Where i is the unit vector in the x-direction and j is the 
unit vector in the ;^ -direotion» fhe negative of the y-ccaii-
ponent of velocity is 
-Vy " 
hx 
+ _2t. 
bz dz da w*{a) da w*(a) 
ilM ^  SIM + 01^  ^ ilkl 4. wCa) * 0(a) 
wMa) wMa) wW wMa) 
2R1 + w(a)'"' EIeI + QlSJ . 
wMa) w»(a) (3.9) 
The x-component of velocity is 
fy [• 
dt 1 
da w'(a) 
- jjL  ^ 1 
da w' fa) 1 
iffcial + STHT + 0VST - - w(a) SliBl . ©(a)] 
[w*(a) w*(tt) W* (a) w» (a) J 
2i I® ilM. # wiiT ^iLsl + ©RT] 
W* ((j) W»  ^w*(a) 
(3.10) 
Both of these velocity components are single-valued^real functions. 
16-
therefore, %li& tuaotion 
|t j^j + wToT + 0*(a) - A(a,a) (3.11) 
is a single-valued, real function and so Is its derivative with 
respect to a, 
" I f - " - I s - I H t } .  
From the equation (3.3) the second term in the right member 
of (3.12) is single-valued, therefore, the first is also 
single-valued. Integration of the first term in the right 
ffieaber of (3.12) gives a function which , if not single-valued, 
would have a constant increment for a change of 2IT in the vari-
i 0 
ehle 0, where a » re . This function is, therefore, written 
as 
W " ^  
where D and 1 are real constants and ^i*(ct) Is a single-valued 
function, or as 
4j*(a) » (D + il) w*(a) Ina + ^3t»(a). (3.13) 
Integration yields 
0(a) • (D * il) [w(a) Ina * a ln{l+a)} {a)da. 
Since this last integral may also be multiple-valued the 
equstion is written 
^(a) » [(D+il) w(a)'^F-t^ia] Ina + a(X3+il)ln(l4-a) + ![>e(a) . (3.14) 
If the original radii Pj and equation (1.2) are 
'In­
finite then I a j < 1 and the forms of (3,8) and (3.14) may 
be simplified because ln(l+a) is then single-irelued. This 
gives 
0(a) « [(D • IE) w(a} + F + iG]lna + |),(a) (3.15) 
0Ca) * [B 4- iC + iA "^(0)3 Ina +£)g(a), (3.16) 
where |),(a) and (S>^ [(x) are single-valued functions. 
These maj be further simplified by using the single-
"velued property of the functions already considered, Substi­
tution of (3,15) and (3,16) into (3,11) gives the function 
A « [D + il + lA iToT ] Ina • [B - IG - lA wToT ] Ina 
 ^(D-*-iE) w(a) •» F •» IG w(a) [B • 10 ^  if w(a)l 
owMol ~ a w* (a) 
fills was shown to be a single-valued, real function and it is 
known thet all but the first two terms are single-valued and 
reel. For the sua of these to be single-valued end real it is 
necessary that the following equations hold for all a 
[d + 11 + lA w(a) 3 D"3tur + 10] + [b - iC - lA w(a)j [inr - iOj « 
[D il + lA w(A)] £lnr -t- i(0-#-ETT)] [B - iC - lA wfa)] [inr-i(04-2TT)] 
(3,17) 
or 
[D 11 + lA ITST]2iT + [B - 10 - lA w(a)j (-2fr) 0 . (3,18) 
-18-
Tiius 
A » 0; B «• Dj C » -E. (3.19) 
Tlie tise of equations (1.8), (3.15), (3.16) and (3.19) gives 
t » [(B-IC) w(a) + {J3+1C) wT^ "f F + iQ]lna + [(B-iC) w(a) + 
(B+iC) wToT F - icOlna + ^^(a) + wtoj Og(a) + w{a)6'g(a). 
(3.20) 
This is a aingle-valued^real function. By the same procedure 
as above, Is obtained 
[(B-iC) w(a) -t- (B+iC) wTSJ + F + iG](BTr) + [(B-iC) w(a) + 
(B+iC) iToT + F - ia](-STr) « 0, 
wMoli show that 
0 * 0 ,  (3 . 2 1 )  
If one uses 
B + iC - H, B - iC » S, (3.£S) 
the simplified forms of 0 and 0 are 
^(a) « M w(a) Ina • F Ina + 4>s(a) (3.23) 
©(a) « H laa + 0a(a). (3.24) 
These two forms separate the single-valued and raultiple-
valued parts of ^ and ©. This is desirable because it nakes 
possible the expressing of |r as an infinite series, which is 
done in the next section. 
4. Solution bj use of infinite series. 
For tile single-valued part of ^ and © infinite series in 
~ 19-
iQ 
?re will be subatituted.g To do this let 
S ®a3r e , 
>- oO 
- » -la0 
WsToT "» 2jL n^T e , 
eO 
, , oo n IbQ 
6>8(a) " ^ ® , 
- ao 
- fk . (4.1) 
— «o 
The expressions (1,4) in terxas of an Infinite series conver­
gent for I r j < 1 are 
fo a ® 130 
w(a) » a f-1) r e 
' (4.2) 
w(a) - a ^ (-1) r © 
i 
If one substitutes (3.S3) and (3,24) into (1.8) the 
result is 
" [If w(a) H wTcTQln aa -i- F In aa" + ^ gia) + 0,(a) 
(4.3) 
+ w(a) ©TToT + wToT ©#(a) . 
When this Is expressed In teras of an infinite series it gives 
[ S w(a) 4- H wfoT Jla aa y In aa « F In r^+ aff In r* 
(4.4) 
w o B laS 8 °«» n B -iB0 
( -1) r © + a H In r ( -1) re 
and 
-so-
in8 
^®(a) + fJfST •»* w(a) ©ata) w(a) <9,(a) - S a^r e 
^ n "InQ . ^  , , .ffi M -lm8 ^ ^ 
a r © + a (-1) r ® o  r  © +  
_ OO s / _<H> " 
^2_ . , m im0 a -laQ _ ^ y , 2ii 
a 25- <-i) 3? e Ij^r e - • a^ + a ^  (-1) b^^r 
il£:0r k - -k 
aj^r * a_jj.r + 
^ / , ^^''Kr 2n+k ^ Sn-k, ^ -ik0 
+ a 27 {-1) bj^r + a S- V J S « 
t-A I 
fa -w-fe ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ft ^En+k — f . .n+k^ 2n-k -, }.a.{j.r * ajj,r + a ( -1 )  b^r  4-  a  J>  ^  ( -1 )  b  r  J ,  
'-'< 1+A: 
or 
, ® — , .n 3n . ,n 2n 
t - F In r + a© ®o "*• ® ® 2^ 
^ ^ ik0 J- , ,. k _ , 2 k k - -k 
+  >  ^ ©  | _ { - l j a H l i i r r  *  a ^ r  •  ® - i r ^  
I ^ 
^ ir 2n+k ^ -ike 
a (-1) V + « Xa (-1' V ] * X « 
Hi I J - A ' 
r / 11 W 1 « 4- a  ^la * a "Cr~ / 1 \ V* Ll-lJ a H In r r  + ®-ic k ( -1 )  bj^r  +  kk , 2 k «is: -_ k 2n-i-k 
/~K 
n-k _ 2n-k 
B (-l)"-- V ]• (4.6) + 
yrom the boundary conditions (1.2) It Is seen that 
tF(ri) * Mi, 1 » 1 or 2, (4,7) 
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wlier© Mi Is a constant. Therefore, if coefficients of like 
i6 
powers of e in (4.7) ar© equated the result is the infinite 
set of equations 
2 — n 211 30.^  2n 
J in r Bo + »(,•' ® S 1-1) Vi ^ Vl " "l' 
i » 1 or 2; (4,8) 
, k ^ S k k ^ "k ^ En-k 
(-1) a 1 In rj r^^ • ajj.r • a^^r^ a (-1) + 
a {-D » 0, i - 1 or 2, k - 1,E,3,-'*; (4.9) n-k _ gn-i-k 
_ l i;
i~k 
k S k -k «» k ^ . n~k Sn*^ (-1) a H In r^ * a  {-D h^^r^ + 
n""k 2n*"k 
® = 0, i ' 1 or 2, k » 1,3,5,---. (4.10) 
n-t\ 
Before substituting the infinite series {4,1} into (2,11) 
0 more explicit expression of the latter must be obtained by-
use of equations (3,23) and (3,24), This provides the equations 
a'® - ,'®[^ fe in H- -4- t —— 
2,2 Z Lw(a) L wMa) a wMcu a wMa 
+ Hlal |H ina + ©^(a)] + •»• 0aMa)} ] 
w(a) ^ wMCE) C a -• 
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- ® r SH H In a a + -SSE i + lEE . ^EE ^  + 
Lw(a) w*(a) a w(a) w'{a) a 
Eisi 1 4- H.kl iaiM 4- 311/9 , . + w(a) — 
m[a) w» (aT a w(a) w* ^a) w(a) ® w* (a) 
(4.XI) 
Iquatioas (4,1) produo© 
fa Ma) "• S n an r © ^ 
(4.12) 
TT—r «• -i(a-i)8 
08 " S. ® 3? e 
_ oo * 
From the definition of the transformation (1.4) are obtained 
the following equations; 
JTf » .."i a (1+a) , 
W(a) _ ® -i(B+a)e ^ . . B+l a -in0 
itfr ^ ^ ® + -S. (-1) r e 
/ J 
« 1 + a » 1 ^  Pe (4.13) 
w*(a) a ^ 
 ^ .HM. . _4.   ^ -l8 
a) • a ~ ^  ^ ' 
iT^  • 1 -1 r, . -1 . -ie -si0l 
z: *  1  +  ( t  +r)e •e / 
w(a) w*(a) a a t -» 
-£3-
w{a) 1 _ 1 r "iQ ®v ~Bi6 -810") 
"7"t -TTT * ' — + (1 * r )e + re ° , 
w{a) wmW L -J 
W(AV -I© 8 -SIG 
, » r e + r © 
w* (a) 
Iquation (4,11) is put into an infinite series by the use of 
equations (4.1), (4.12) and (4.13)^. The result is 
5t z 19 F F „ « , 2 a^T -1 
—^   ^ ~ r Hr Ir Hr In r •*• * r - -A r 
dz z ® a a 
 ^(-l)^ j^ r^ (^r-r"^ ) b^ r + b^ r * t + f^(r~^+l) 
2 — -2 ^ , , .a. 2n-l, -1. , v. 2 c- 1 ' 
" 5-®-S^ • V ) * \r * + 
^ ifcea. _ -(k-H) 2, Wi _ -(k+l) _ 1-k 
(-1) (r-r"^) + (l-k)¥^_^r^"^ 
+ © f- 2 + H + H(l-r^) Inr^ - ^ i.(l+r^)- £ a 
L ® a a 2 
outline of tlie steps taken to express equation (4.11) 
as an infinite series is gi-ven in appendix I. 
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=» n Em+1 -1 - 2 2 T 
- S {r-r ) + + sF^r j + 
S H r'^-^l-/) in / - I 
— ®k-l^ - — ^ C-1) V (r-r )^ 
(4.14) 
From equations (1,2) and (2.9) it is know that 
ht z 10 , -Ni 
^—e I 1 - 1 or S, (4.15) 
r*ri 
where H* are constants, fhus, if (4.14) is substituted in 
10 (4,15) and coefficients of like powers of e are equated, 
the following equations are obtained: 
- + 5 rj^  + HTj^ d •*• Inr^ ) + r^^ ^ + 
oo »» pyi  ^"1 
S(-l) bj^r^ ^^i~^i 5 '*' ^o^i * " %» i » 1 or Ej 
(4.16) 
J* ^ ir ^ -1/ -2^ -I ^ ^ 2 - -2 ^  , , ,n 8n-l, -1, 
2 ~ 
•*- h.r. - ¥ , « 0, i - 1 or 2; 
^ ^  (4.17) 
- JL. + H - H - lnr,^(r,^- I) - i(r,^+ 1) - 1 a r ^  -
® i i ai a 2 1 
. H- 2li / 2 » « 2 -."BT  ^ n I 1 
^(-1) t> r (r.-l) ••• b + b r + g¥ r - 0, 1 » 1 or S; 
o  n i l  - 1 1 1  2 1  
(4.18) 
a -k 1 (1 r^ ) ^ a ®l-k^l 
(l-k) ¥ .r^ ^ • 0, 1 « 1 or E, k » 2,3,4,--*; 
l-k 1 (4.19) 
a k+1 i ^ ' B 1 1 i -k 1 
i — 
- kl-r,^"^^ - (k+l)F r « 0, 1 « 1 or 2, k « 2,3,4, •••. 
k 1 k+i 1 
(4.20) 
Tile iafinite number of unknowns F, H, H, aj^., iTj^, and 
are so related by equations (4.8) to (4.10), inclusive. 
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and (4.16) to (4,SO) inclusive, that they may be reduced to 
8 finite number, fhie sQlution which reduces the above equa­
tions to a finite nmaber of equations in a finite number of 
unknowns is briefly sketched in appendix II. The Infinite 
number of equations in an infinite number of unknowns, equa­
tions (4.8) to (4,10) inclusive, and (4.IS) to (4.20) in­
clusive, yield 
* **  ^ ® 
k " E,3,4, 
k « 1,2,3, 
* (4.2E) 
(4.21) 
« a'^jj »« b.j- • » 0, k " 3,5,4 (4.23) 
1 = 1 or (4.24) 
i « 1 or 2i (4.25) 
- l(l-ri"") ^ + H(l+ln J?!**) • ^  ri"®- -|a. « bi(ri'- 1) 
(4.26) 
-£7-
- £ + It + SsJLfrj ^•<'1) + i=lor2; 
a a "• 
(4.£7) 
- I. • H - H In ri"(ri®-l) + |x(ri®-l) - bQCri"- 1) h^Ti'{Ti^l) 
(4.88) 
- ¥^1 » 0, 
cl (4.29) 
The ©quetioES (4.24) to (4.29) Inclusive can not be 
solT?ed for all of the individual unknowns, but may be solved 
for the ccmblnations of these unknowns which appear in the 
stream function, It is not necessary for the individual 
unknowns to be completely deterfflined for they appear in the 
stream function in combinations so thst only the values for 
certain combinations need b© found. To express these results 
let 
P Eju-Z-Es . 
2(ra®- Ti®) + (r^'-f rg®) In 
(4.30) 
Bxra.(l " rg ) -> HargCl - fa. ) 
« » * 
1 - 3^1 
(4.31) 
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A « -R + SS {4.3£) 
® t . -P • 
fhe eqtiations (4,24) to (4»29) inclusiv©, yield 
— » a ^ 
a«i * a Tg (bi 4- (4.33) 
bi + feg - • ¥j| • 2. (4,34) 
R [Ni3r3.*"Nl-ri®) - N8r«"''{l-ra®)] P r ,  «  «  
8 * "• Z ^8 P  ~  /  ®  ® w ,  ®  (TI - PS ){1 - Px TS ) 
p« 
+ g 3r/ra''(r/-«-ra"- 2) _ a(l - r/)(l - ) 
8 8 8 8 8 
1 ^  (1 - ri ra }ln ^  
']' 0; 
(4.35) 
H " I -A 
In Ij 
(4.36) 
b« -f % Ail ) (1 " JL. 
Pi - P« 
(4.37) 
-S9-
pa. ' S  
- SCl - r, }(1 ~ ) 
« # ® 
{1 - Ti rg )lG Z 
~a 
aR 
in £1, 
(4.38) 
a 4' a « 
o o 
aR 
In £ 
8 8 8 8 _ 
(l-Ti ){l~ra )ri In ^ 
^ ^ —  ^  I n  T i  
){1 - Ti®) 
t In £ 
I B ?  a  8  
+ Te ) [• In ri + BVi -j 1 
8 8 8 (l«r, )(l>r^ } 
8 ®, ® t (l-rj. r. ) (l-ri ) i + Ml i « 1 or Sj 
(4.39) 
-ag + alg * p|ri"+ ra"+ Sd-r^^ )(l-ra )(^3. "^a )3-n 
L 8 8* 
Cl-ri"r.®) In £ 
,, 8 8 , 8 ^  
Tg )(l-ri ) 
-1^ aH r la r/ 7 ^ 
^ . {ri"-rg*)(l-ri*) In EJU. _ 
— •'4 n, 
i = 1 or (4.40) 
Substitution of the results from equations (4,21), (4,S2), 
(4.E3), C4.E9), (4,33), (4.34) and (4.36) to (4.40), inclusive, 
into equation (4.6) for gives the value of the stream 
function in the a, a co-ordinates. If the subscript 1 is used 
wherever a choice remains, this value of the stream function 
is 
U(ct|CE.) ** AI j 
1+a 
a 
ln5L @ 0 
—^ )ra 
in EjI (rx''-ra«)(l-ri®) 
1*8 e 
— a , 8 
a g ^ a a (l-r-i. )(l-ra ) 
l+a l+J a(r3.°- tJ) 
+ P (^3.^+ ra^)(ln' a a 
s 
- -2-) + 
l+a l+a 
Ti Ta g - gq 
l+a 
a 8_-i -1 
" gQ + 2r,® 
l+a ^ 
(4.41) 
The stream function in the original plane, i.e. in tems of 
the co-ordinates z end "i", is obtained by use of (1.4). The 
stream function is 
z z 
Z j Z )  ( - Z - Z - 8 )  
s 
(i-Fi 
8 
(Ti Ta )(l-ri ) 
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z z p rTe^in s- + 1 -
a{ri - Tg ) J I L (a-i-zKa+i") ® i 
a z z aCa-^-z) a(a+z) 
(4.42) 
The radii r^ and r^ are the transformed radii of the cylinders 
and may be fotind in t®ras of the given radii, and Pg, by 
use of equations {!.?), (1.105 and (1,11). 
^ M, 
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III. SOLUTIOl FOR CONCllTRIC CTLIITOIRS 
5. Liffiit of atream fangtion as cylinders become ooncentrto. 
file results (4«41) and {4.4£) may be partially checked 
by the limiting iralue of the stream function as the cylinders 
become concentric, fo determine thla limiting T?alue write 
equation (4,41) in the fom 
f « al LZSL - + il 
ll*a 1+a 
In 
£i!. + ^l~rt^)(l~rB')r,' 
In ) 
- ...H... , _3-. a>.,1.fA~,Sg.i• 4- 2p ) (l-^a } i^-L -rft ) 
1+a 1+a ra.®- J 1 - r^^rg® 
In B. B 
p£-. -Sss - l] £ju. 4- Jfl-re )ra  ^
I [l+a 1+a J « / a a»/, «» 1 
^ In Ilinii 3| 1^1 (ri®-ra")(l~ri®) J 1-t-a 
g 
1-fia 
rj, - ra i. ^ 
g - tt 
l-»-a 1+a 
]-»- ^1. tt 
J 1+a 
8  S  - X  8  
-r 
» 8_«-i 
tx >>, r 
l4-a 
• 2ri® j 
-i- Ml (5.1) 
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Substitution of R and P from equations (4.30) anct (4.31) 
ana rearranging gives 
Kt(ar,)(lT«'') - Ha{ara)(l-ri.^) 
£ a 
1 - Tx Tg 
-g  ^ -g 
1+a 1+a ^  
r, r 
rin —a 
In (a®ri"- a®ra®){l~E'i®) 
a g , a a 
1+a 1+a 
(l-r, )(1-
(a*ri"-B'r, 
-z + 
as s 8 e 
Ja-±£2-i«£i_ Ti 
& 8 
Ti Tg 3^ 8 
g  ^_ja 
1-^g 1+a 
-Lzif. 
In EjI Ca®ri®- a®r8®)(l-ri®) 
a g 
H-a 
S-E (1-r^ )(l-r8 ) ? 
(a®r,"- a%/) J 
s e 8 
ri"-r« r»' 
s s 
r, t-r, 
1 -r. L ri 
- g - g 
1-Hx 1+a 
s e 
, r, r« (. "e s* 
g(l+a)(ri -rg ) 
a r 
CH-a)(a®ri''-a®rs®) a(l+g){ri^-r/) (1+a)(a'^ri"- a^rg") 
8 a 
„.J^ 3., ,3^ 8, W 
8 8 
a r 
8 8 8 8 
8 8 
Ea r. M. (5.2) 
a Tt -a r« 
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Tiie necessary and sufficient condition for the cylinders 
to become concentric is for a to "become infinite. This gives 
the following limits which will he iised in taking the limit 
of (5,2), If z is kept finite and not zero, one can obtain 
from equation (1.4) 
a -g 
e+z 
and. lim a »» 0; (5.3) 
-act » z -
— and llm^aa 
SO that 
aci. _ _ 11M —aa 
* Z 3llu m i l l  a. m •?* 
I+a * 1-i^ a (5.4) 
lim g 
1-fa 0, (5.5) 
and from (1.7), 
ri Pt " 
aCa+hi) 
and lim „ Oi (5.6) 
B a 
a ri Pi • hi 
1 + i 
a. 
and lim 
a aPi - (5.7) 
The limit of the stream function is 
P 
In p » 8 if. + 
. S 8 
in £4 
P. 
-2 • ,r..3L iiJ i^i'"* 
Pi ~P8 
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P 
In TT 
In 
Pt. « P 
& s 
PjL -P« 
I 
I u 
Pi -Pb 
d 
„ «  , 8  8  •  
^ ^ 3(P, - P 1 
TT ~T8— 
Px -
+ M, 
or 
t « (MiPi-N«Pa) 
a->^ 
la r-
In fii 8 
8 8 
P — P 
+ La, L. 
8 i 
P  —  P  
'1 . • 8 
{Mj_-Mg )—-—-X~ ••• Mj_« 
Pi 
In—^T 
(5.8) 
fh© nortaal derivative of f is a factor of the angular 
velocity and the latter is generally given in solving the 
problem with oonoentric cylinders. The normal derivetive of 
{5.8) is 
"Ir • - (HiPi-NsP.) 2P 
P In- Pi -P8 
+ (Mi-Ma). 
P In-
Ps P8 
(5.9) 
In order that this result may "be compared -with the known 
solution for conoentrio cylinders it is necessary to express 
Mi-Mg in terms of lfj_ end The relationship betv/een the 
M*s and N*s» obtained from equations (4.31) and (4.35), is 
8 
, 8 8 > a 8 In 
H- fid-ra )(ri -r. )-rig. (i-n ) tZ_ . 
(ri*-r,')(l-ri"r.°) In ^  
^2 
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) In^a. 
s. s a 
y.i -:-. Mft [ (2. 2r3^ Za.Jra_ira__r2) 
r f i  8 , ,  a  *  a a  
a p(ra -ri ) + (3*a. •r® j 1 - Tj. 
- 8(l-^r)U-r.'Mr,'-r.')^. 
(1 - In 
re 
» a a 
imltiplj "by a (rj; - rg ) and this equation may be written as 
a 
r  ,  a ^ s a s  a ^  a  a ,  a i ^  " 1  
K^Lar,{l-r« )(a -a )- a (I-r^ ) J 
il - r3.%8®) InSig. 
^8 
a 
r, 
- H^tar^(l-r/)Ca^r/-a''r/)- a%^^ra(l-g8*) ? 
{1 - ri^rg® ) Id^g. 
r« 
_ _ _ _  . ^ a a a . e  s  
Ma, -, M« 
8 a 
-E + ,£a.„ „^ .?,8, . ln£, Za,8 ii_ g. 
rjt -1*8® ^8 
— [(a''ri%a'r.'') + -^' 
I 1 - rj. Ta 
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B fi ® J ' 
(l-r, r, ) in^ 
The lest equation becomes, as a beoomes infinite, 
p^ -j a T 
K,[P<(P,'-P.°1- P.P.' in F.°J- K.[p.(p.'-n.*l- P.'p. i 
8 
In 
M^ . — Mt 
s e. 
. gfi -P; ) ]• 0. 
-E + 1nP.° 1 nPi 
e P«® Pa 
Froa the above equation it is easily detemined that the limit 
of the function defining the relationship between the M*s and 
H*s as the cylinders becoae Gonoentric is the equetion 
liia I K (Ml - Ma) -
8 S 
P P 
- M,IP,(P.'-P.')- P,P.*^ °?t^  I- P.'l- P,'p.^ °pf«J 
m 8 
Pi - P® 
(5.11) 
Substitution of this In equation (5.9) yields 
"Tp (5-12) 
Pi  -P.  • Px -P» 
or using the fact that the angular velocity is - ^  and 
also the boundary oonclitlons (1.2), 
» u; fjL_ P . (5.13) 
a— pB ®ps 
where WJ is the angular velocity, uj^  the angular velocity 
of the outer cylinder and the angular velocity of the 
inner cylinder. This agrees with known results^. 
3. 
Oreen. loc,cit 
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lY, TORQtJl AND TIJRXJSf ON A CYLINDER 
6. Determination of the togque, 
Tlie torque on an element of surface of either cylinder 
is the radius of that cylinder multiplied "by the shearing 
stress on that element of surface. The shearing stress per 
unit of surface has to be found anfl also the area of the 
element, fhe product of these multiplied by the radius of 
the cylinder and integrated o^er the surface of the cylinder 
will gii?© the torque on the cylinder. Rather than use the 
total surface of the cylinder, a section one unit in altitude 
will be used so the result will be the torque per unit of 
length of the cylinder. 
If the stress dyadic is X, the unit vector normal to the 
surface element n and the unit fector tangential to the surface 
element s, then the stress per unit area on the surface is n»X. 
The cojaponent of this sector parallel to the surface is 
It can be seen from Figure 1 that 
a - ! (r oos^-h^) ^ - 1 (21^ ) . (e.i) 
where £ - the unit vector in the direction of the x-axis; 
I " the unit vector in the direction of the y-axis; (r,(|>) are 
the polar co-ordinates of a point; is the radius of one of 
the cylinders; is the x-co-ordinate of the center of the 
cylinder iwith radius P^, and 
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k 
( 6 .2 )  
fhe stress dyadic may be written^ 
X - (-p-|/VT)I - 2/(|. (6.3) 
3 
Here | Is used for the rate of pure strain dyadic; I is the 
unit dyad and the other terns are as defined in the intro­
duction, fh© product n-X'S", after transforming all •variables 
to z and z, shows the shearing stress to be 
(e .4 )  n»X«s « 
The element of surface is one unit high and the arc length 
is d{ii,x). This gives 
element of surface » d(n,x). (6.5) 
The ai^le {a,x) is 
(n,x) * arc tan—2—- » arc tan 
z+z - 2h^ . 
fhe differential of this is 
d(n,x) • &2-h|y?d2 - Cz-hirjdzll 
2{z-hjj.){¥-h^ ) 
Here 1 is used for \/^ and will be so used when confusion with 
^Page, Leigh, op, oit», p.256 
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tli® unit vector can not arise, This element of surface must 
be an element of the circle 
( 6 . 6 )  
so that 
a{n,x) - - i-SS (6.7) 
and the element of surface is 
. <e.8) 
1?h© torque, the profluot of {6.4) and (6,8), is obtained 
as . 
r rx^ iJr. « , 
k « 1, 2, 
(6.9) 
flhen til© d©rivati-?ea of (4,42) are substituted into (6.9) 
and "z eliminated through the use of (6,6) the torque is ex­
pressed in the following form: 
% • 4Ki(^f ^ rs*S& - + p r-r,®r8*(£t&E + ) 
7[lnPili a+z J /. 1 8 -TT- jjj^(a+2)"' 
•f .. - Kx ,^ya + h. ( 1^-- +  ^ )? I Sz, k - x or 2, 
afz z ^ (afz)« z"(a•^hJJ.) J j 
(6.10) 
where A is defined by equation (4.32). The integral of (6.10) 
is obtained by Caiichy^s Residue Theorem. The only pole inside 
of either cylinder is at z = 0 end the residue there Is 
—(a-?-2hj^) - P{ri®+ rg®), (6.11) 
In 
& 
Tg 
Therefor©, the torque on the cylinder whose radius is is 
s e " 
'A—(a+2h ) -I- PCrj, + Tb") 
In Sju. 
M 
k = 1 or 2. (5.12) 
7. Comparison of torque with known results. 
If one lets k = 1 and 2 in equation (6.12) then subtracts, 
the difference betvreen the torques on the two ojrllnders is 
obtained as 
- Ts - 16IT^ (hi - hg). (7.1) 
In ill 
B 
which is proportional to the ecoentricity. This agrees with 
X 
the findings of D.L. Holl , 
To compare the torque with the torque on concentric 
cylinders the liiait of (6.12) as a becomes infinite is found. 
Substitution of (4.30) and (4.32) into (6.12) yields 
^Holl. loc.cit 
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8 s htr 
T « 8TT N3,ar3.(L-R8 )'t-M8arg (1-RI ) L^g a 
^ i 
1 - Ta Ta In ^  
SlTylA. 
-2 4. Xa^ JtSa 
a 8 
~ inila^  
a 8 
3^ 8 
8 8 
Ti -frp 
^ ^ ® 
-ra 
S^4 a {1-ri ){l-r« ) 
8 8 8 
Ta® 
k - 1 or 2. 7.2) 
Talcing the limit of (7.2) as a becomes infinite, which uses 
the limits (S.3) to (5.7) inclusive, gi-^es 
D * 
In—-JL 
8TT M, - M. ^ 
- 2+ Infa— 
p 8 
' 8 
& B 
ft 8 8 
Pa. -P« liuHi 
T (7.3) 
If 11m (M^-lla) from (5.11) is substituted the result is 
a ->oo 
a"l®k ' eTT>«P«^, -
L Px ""^*8 
8 8 
4n/MP^ Pg 
pj. - P, 
(7.4) 
which is the form for the torque on either of the two 
—4;4!"" 
1 
coneeatric eyllnders . 
6. Thrust on a oyllnder, 
thrust in the x- and y-dir©ctions are to he determined. 
This will be done for a cylinder of unit height by suraaing 
the coaiponents of foree around the surfaoe of the cylinder. 
fhe force sector per unit surface acting on either 
cylinder is S-X, The component of this in the x-fiirection is 
The factors of this product are given in equations (6,1) 
and (6.3) and if this product is expressed in terms of z end 
z the component of force per unit area in the x-direction is 
found to be 
The product of this force and the element of surfece, this 
element of surface is giiren In equation (6.8), gives the 
element of thrust in the x-direction. The total thrust on 
the cylinder of radius is, therefore, 
n«X«i » -pt 
(8.1) 
[^P i + a^ |I|(z-hj^ )- 2^ |i(z-h^ j.)j-i| 
k 
(8,E) 
X 
page, Leigh. .op, cit., p. 26E. 
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The pressure p must be determined before tiiis can be 
integrated. To do this, equation (0.3) is modified by con­
sidering tlie external forces negligible and dropping 
since it contains deri'^ 'atl^ es of of iiigtier order. Tlie 
result is a 
VP 7" ^ T 
or 
^ ll ^  ^  sf 
This yields two equations which expressed in terms of z 
and z are 
 ^» 4/{i 
bz dz 5z 
Integration of these produces 
p « -ywi\7^ + fi{z) "/<iV |r + fgCz). 
These two equations yield 
p  «  ^  ( 8 . 4 )  
S 
end 
2 / 1  V * t  -  f i ( z )  -  f , { z ) .  ( 8 . 5 )  
By using the form of f given in equation (1.3) it can readily 
be shown that equation (8.5) is equivalent to 
•"46"" 
t^ iz) » 8yui0*^(z) + 
fgCz) » 8^1 0*q{Z) + , 
wher© is a constant. Substitution of this result into 
equation (8.4) gives 
p » 4^i|^0»Q(2) - 0»o(z^+ C^. (8.7) 
An explicit expression for O^^iz) and 0*^iz) must be 
substitutad into this equation. To fietermine O^iz) and 
0^{z) start witii equation (3.24) and substitute into this 
the series as given in equetion (4,1) obtaining 
a 
G(a) » H Ina • 
— ao 
fhe us© of equations {4,S2) and (4.23) in the above yields 
(£) ia) » H Ina + o^ 
If the results expressed in ©quations (4.S9), (4.33)» (4.34) 
and (4.36) are used, the form of <3 (a) may be -written 
® ® -1 
©(a) » ~A—iM— 4- p^auJEaL- a" ^  b * E, a " K ^ 
« ® a o a «i+a . 
ln«£ju. 
r ® ra 
Iquation (4.37) gi^es the real part of bg. The imaginary 
part is not determined by the boundary conditions of the 
problem- bo may be chosen as zero. tJsing the resulting value 
of ba produces 
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0(a) ' -A—isa^  + Z rj'v/a"' + b„ + E a - A(l-r, )(l-r. 1 a 0 a X a O a 8 B " — 
ln_£jL- S(ri -rg ) 1+a 
s 
rs 
(8.8) 
The transfomation (1.4) applied to this gives 
la—US. St s 
0 (^ ) . .A-a±§ . Ajl-r,Jd-r. ) _ I t 
ln£i^  2a{rA ® L  ^ ° 
T'S 
(8.9) 
From (8.9) it is seen that 
0^ r^iT « ^ fri*rg®{S^) + -^1 + bo 
Trtr, 2a(r3t -re ) ^ a+z J 
t. • 
(8.10) 
The derivatives of these explicit expressions for (9q('^ ) 
and ar© to be substituted into the expression (8.7) 
for p and this in turn used in the Integrand of the expression 
for the thrust, equation (8,S), The thrust will then be 
found by integrating around the surface of the cylinder. The 
derivatives of (8.9) and (8.10) substituted into equation 
(8.7) give 
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z z (a+z) 
(8.11) 
This expression, (8,11), for p together with the deri'vatives 
of t found by differentiating {4,4£) are to be substituted 
into equation (8.2) to obtain an integral for the thrust in 
the x-direction. fhe thrust desired is the thrust on the 
surface of one of the ©ylinders so that by use of equation 
(6.6) an fixpression is obtained for the thrust in terms of 
the single -variable zj this expression is 
(li - - 1 Z~htr (a-«-z}h^ e+z z(a+h ?] 1+ JL (z-hj^ )* 
+8 
z(z.-h|j,) (a+z) - a 
(z-hjr) 
1 -
z(a+z)hj^  (a-^ hjj.) z(a+z)hjj.(a+b^ )®J (z-hjj.) 
+ p( r^^rg*^ /— L-)^ 14- —— ] - 2(a-^h|{:) 
Ma+z)®hj^ z®/\ (z-hjj.) / z {z-h|j.) 
2 ( Z" h^ ) Pjr 
•1 
8 a 
+ (ri ^ r® ) 1 1 . Pk 
(a+z) z® z®(a+hj^)® 
^49-
+ -i— 
(a+z) z^{a+jQ.j^)^ 
- ) 
2s® (a+h^) ® 
dz. 
This integral is to be e'valueted by Gauchy's Residue Theorem, 
All fractions in the abo'^e function are decomposed by partial 
fractions to fractions whose numeretors are constents and 
m^hose denominators are linear functions of z or powers of 
linear functions. Since the only poles within the cylinder 
are at z « 0 and z « hj^;, fractions whose residues et these 
poles are obviously zero are dropped. The remaining terms in 
the integrand add to zero, so the the total thrust in the x-
direotion is zero. 
In the same manner the thrust in the y-direction on a 
oylinder of radius Pj^. and unit height is found to be 
Substitution in the derivative of (4,4S) and the value of p 
from {8.11), followed by elixainatio^ of z by use of equation 
(6.6) produces 
(8.13) 
£;-s Ja!l 4 »!i 5=5itl -
JI Pjj a?" P), 
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F " B ju A (a+z)hk 
in-^  8 
z(z-li^ )' 2{z-lijj.) (a+hj^ ) (z-hj^ )" 
S™— L. + __2_ + s(a+2hw) a(2-hk) ^  
a-^\ (a+z) ( z-hj,) %(z-hj^) (a+z) z{a+z)hjj. 
3ll±kl 
-J + p|p/ra® IS+zJ^ ,  ^ 1_ 
^ g 
z(a+z) (a+kj^) J ( I z (z-hj^) (a+z)h^ z(z-lij^) 
- 2(2--%) , Ziai-hir)  ^a(2-^ k)Pk 
(a+z| z (z-h^) |a+z)®iij^ 
{ 8 3 ri +ra ) 13 £ 
Ja+z) z 
iL 
8 8 
h, 
(z-lij^)®Ca+z) z®(a+hj^)^ (a+z)®(z-h^) 
• at'-ht)"/] . £, i - i t az. 
z (a+ii^) (a+z) 
, ^ 
zi&*h^) (a+z) (z-lijj) z®(z+hj^)* J ^ (z-hj^.) 
(8.14) 
AS was the case with P^, the poles inside the cylinder are 
at z » 0 and z « hj^. If (8.14) is separated by partial 
fractions and all terns ^ fliich could not gi^e a residue other 
than zero at these polea are dropped the expression for the 
thrust in the y-direotion is 
51-
r„ - ~ - (8.15) 
r.* 
Integration of tiiis yields 
F « 1Qt(ja ^ , (8.16) 
^ ln_£i_ 
s 
ra 
whloli is the thrust in the y-dlrection on a unit height of 
either cylinder. 
r 
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¥. SPECIAL CASIS AND APPLICATION TO PLATE THEORT 
9^ SpQeial eases of flow. 
To better unterstand the flow of fluid between eccentric 
cylinders, consider the special cases in which the radius of 
the outer cylinder is tifo and that of the inner cylinder is 
on® and the eccentricity assumes the values of one-fourth, 
one-half and three-fourths. Tables 1, 2 and 3 give the values 
of the stream function at selected points in the region be­
tween th© cylinders. The stream function has been taken as 
zero on the inner cylinder; this can be done without loss of 
generality. These stream function values in Tables 1, 2 and 
S are expressed in terms of ^ and <^0, the angular ve­
locities of the outer and inner cylinders respectively. 
Table 4 gives the value of the slope of the stream function 
along the axes which is comMon to the diameters of both 
axis, A point at which this derivative is zero is a critical 
point so that from Table 4 the motion of a vortex point may 
be determined. The motion of the fluid between the cylinders 
has been studied for each ecoentricity separately. 
If the eccentricity is one-fourth, suppose the inner 
cylinder to be rotating slowly at a fixed velocity so that 
is a constant, not zero. Now consider the configuration 
cylinders, i.e. it gives selected points along the x-
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fomed by stream, lines for different •values of If 
is in tlie opposite direotion to u>g and is much larger numeri­
cally the stream lines form a pattern slBiilar to the one shown 
in Figure 2. When is taken sjmaller the general pattern 
of stream lines is the same but the vortex point on the right 
and the critical point on the left both move outvmrd; compere 
Figure 2 and 3, As approaches zero the criticel points 
approach the outside cylinder and disappear. Thus when the 
cylinders aoYe in the seme direction there is no vortex and 
all of the stream lines go around the inner cylinder. See 
Figure 4. 
If the eccentricity is increased to one-half the fluid 
does hot behave the same. Again take as a constant, not 
zero. Start with much larger then g in msgnitude and 
opposite in direction the vortex does not first appear near 
the inner cylinder bat approximately five-tenths units away 
from itj fable 4 shows it to appear between x » 1.6 and 
X » 1.8. A decrease in ^ moves the vortex on the right and 
the critical point on the left side of the cylinders both 
nearer the outer cylinder as it did with an eccentricity of 
one-fourth, until at equal to zero the vortex is between 
X e B.O and 2.3. fhe lines of flow are shown in Figure 5 for 
one of these velocities and they are approximately the same 
for others. As the outer cylinder continues to change its 
velocity so that it starts movij^ in the same direction as the 
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iimer cylinder the cortex continues to move outward, How-
©•?er, a. second -gfortex appears on the right side of the 
region. "Phis one comes inward from the outer cylinder and 
the two aeet and disappear with an increase in The 
stream lines form a pattern like Figure 5, then Figure 6 and 
go to Figure 7. A still larger U4, between and 
X " 2 produces a vortex between x = 1.6 and 1,8 
which separates into two vortices with one moving tov/ard the 
inner cylinder while the other raoves toward a liraiting 
position somewhere between x «• 1,6 and 1,8. The stream, lines 
for motion in which the two vortices occur are shown in 
Figure 8. After these two vortices appear any iiicrease in 
will separate them but the region between the tv:o cylin­
ders will continue to have two vortices. 
If the eccentricity is three-fourths there is egain a 
different behavior. ??ith a constant, not zero, start 
with cv J relatively large in magnitude and opposite in direc­
tion, This gives a stream line picture as shown in Figure 9, 
The vortex in this case iiBmediately starts between x » 2.2 
end 2.6 and moves inward es the magnitude of decreases 
to zero. AS continues to change in the ssKe direction as 
before so that the cylinders are rototing in the same direction 
this vortex continues to move towrard the inner cylinder, but 
another vortex appears at the outer cylinder end raoves toward 
the starting point of the first vortex. The stream lines for 
a ©as© in which the cylinders are mo-^ing in the same direction 
are shown in Figure 10. With the eccentricitj/ equal to 
three-fourths and the raflii of one and two there is always 
one voTtQX in the region if the cylinder rotate in the oppo­
site direction while there are two "Cortices if the cylinders 
rotate in the some direction. The stream lines do not all 
clrcmascri'be the inner cylinder at any time. 
jU>-
'qj <J, • 3? 
: Stoj, moo^  
+3ZU>t 
X 37a;, ^ S^ 'aJt x 
;i O^uj, • 37  ^j()(tj^ -fX7 u>j^  i^ '.^ i^ 1 h5io^ tjiiuij_ •i li 
' ^ 1 * ,30u>, + 37'Jt \^^ -ut, *2ito^  r i<lu>, * »ya;i 
« i.Hu},^ n uoj, 
'^ 9<o, r 3 7 ^ ^  
.jIU;, tg<c)v 
-/<f -/.5 1 -'.Jf 
Radius of outer cylinder = 2 
Radius of inner cylinder » 1 
•^ SOto, +3W^ 
x/A;, yifSu/.-h^ l 
iuj,t^ 9Utt. *t^ 3u/,*3gu, 
Hi, 
1.0 J jio 
» velocity of outer cylinder 
cUj • velocity of inner cylinder 
Table 1 - 100 Times Stream Function when Eccentricity is 1/4 
OUl, * H 
~hui^ i-x%u>^  %'faJi*30u>^  \i7<^ J^ 3^cu} f-
•i-
t 
A.r if '0 
vel.^oity of outer cyl (V, outer cylinder = Radius er 
velocity of inner cylinder Radius of inner cylinder = 1 
Table 2 - 100 Times'Stream Function when Eccentricity is 1/2 
t S^ X t-iiU), ij^ i t ^  ' » *• I to. 
'1. 
i-
.4-
. X -  •  
-33 *»*, "* 
-3  
j.o 
uj,» velocity of outer cylinder Radius of outer cylinder = 2 
Radius of inner cylinder « 1 cUa." velocity of inner cylinder 
Table 3 - 100 Times Stream Function when Eccentricity is 3/4 
Table 4 
Talues of ML along y • 0 
_________ ox 
leo©ntriclty » ^  looentriclty - ^  Eccentricity " ^  
dt dt 
)x dx 
1.6 • lOo;,, 
1,4 -1.68M;,- .38^ ,. 
1.2 -l.g0^ t^ ,- ,65 CO,, -1.95"^ ,- .37ct^ v 
1.0 - .44M;,- ,90^ 2, -1.35^ </,- .75 u)^  
P«+hi« •OOu;,* l.OOw/j, • o
 
o
 
+
 
1.00 ,00t^ , + 1.00 
1.1 •OOIAJ,* .97 
l.g .04a;,-»* .810;^  .97 
1.4 . 50 c*^ j. - ,21t^ ,-»- .57'^ i. - ,46'<J, + 
1.6 .49it;. + .29£fv - .17a>,+ 
1.8 .83w,i' .170^  ^ .02 a>,+ .14t^ t, - .57co>, + ,18 
2.0 1.23 a;, + ,08 .331^ ,+ . 03 
2.8 1.68 u; + • 02 U)^  .73^- . 02 uj^  — . 19^ 1^ , - ,07 
2.4 1.21tt^ .- ,04. 
S.6 1.75U>,- .02u c^. ,62<^ ,- .13 
3.Q 1.72 o*,- ,04:(^ v 
Pi,+lis 2 * 00 0^ 1 + .00a>^  2.00"/,+ ,00 uo^  2.000^ ,+ .00 
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fl^ ufe. 2. 
^f rco / r?  L ine .  5  
Ecce.nfric.iiy ' ^ 
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UW 
1.0 IS X..0 
Figure. 3 
Sffexifiri 1//7C.5 
£. ccAtftfric/^ ji - •%  ^ 3 iO^  z - u?j^  
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JiO •s 10 
Figure, 
3fr A am Lin e.s 
Eccc.ni'ricH'^  - 'V  ^ -= tuJjt 
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V 
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/.o 
Injure 6 
S t r a a L / r/i:^  3 
Ecce.nf rIctf^ ^ SOuj^-to^ 
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xS xO 
f icj arc. 7 
3-f're.afn Lme.^  
E. CC an-tric/'ty ^  h- ^  (-^ ,= COj, 
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10. Applioation to tlie theory of tliln plates. 
fhe dynamtos of a vlseous fluid and the dynamics of an 
elastic solid are very similar so that the solution of a 
problen in one field solves a different problem in the other. 
In this section a discussion is given of the hydrodynamic 
problem solved in the preceeding sections. 
fhe Lagrange differential equation for the deflection of 
the middle surface of a thin plate^ is 
- E (10.1) 
1/ f 
where w is the deflection of the point {x,y) in the middle 
plane of the plate, p is the lateral load on the plate and D 
is the flexural rigidity of the plate. The solution of 
equation (l.l) with boundary conditions (l.S) is, then, the 
deflection of an unloaded circular plete v/ith an eccentric 
hole in it and on the plate the deflection of the circular 
boundaries are specified constants and the slope of the plate 
at these two boundaries ere also given constants. These four 
given constants, Mj., M®, Nj and are related by the equation 
(5.10) so that only three of them aay be independently deter­
mined, A fourth Independent condition was precluded by 
choosing Ml, Ma, and f% as constants, 
X . 
fimoshenko, S, Theory of Plates and Shells, p.88, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York. 1940. 
®Ibid. p. 3. 
A elaaped oiroular plate of radius with a circular 
hole of radius anywliere in it and no load on it, but with 
the deflection and slope of the boundaries given constants 
has its deflection given bf 
z 1 
w(z,"z) « 
ln>--£iy (rjL —ra )(l""rjL ) 
+ Z &iJ:I 
a( ) J  ^ Ca-»-^ ) (a^ ¥)r 1 
rj. r« {a+2){a+z) - z z 7. r. 8 7 
— — > _ — (z*z)' ——- -"'V y 
azz a(a+z) a(a+z) J 
(10.S) 
fhe right member of this is identical with the right side of 
equation (4.4S) and the definition of its elements are given 
in the derivation of that equation. 
From this solution the moments on any cross section of 
1 
the plate may be determined , The bending moment per unit 
length on a cross section whose normal is parallel to the x-
axis is 
M - -D r ^  -f,) 
^Ibid. p. 40-45 and p. 85-08 
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- Dd-j) d w + d 1 
dz* dz 
- 2D(1+I)}--^ ~5 , 
bzbz 
(10.3) 
where J is poisson's ratio , The bending moiaent per unit 
length on a oross section whv^se noriaal ia parallel to the y-
axis. is 
M_ -D b\ J L-W 
bx 
D{1- /)) 
8 
d w 
L dz® 
a e 
- 2D(l+.))~^  
J azbz 
(10.4) 
The twisting moment on a unit length of a cross section 
parallel to the y-axis, or parallel to the x-axis, is 
- D(i-ii) ifa!* - ajl 
dxdy [az* az -1 
(10.5) 
The bending moment per unit length on a surface whose normal 
makes an angle a with the x-axis is gi^^^en by* 
S 3 
" ^x a + My s in a - a sina oosa. 
Sol"?ing this equation for the naxiatim and minimum bending 
moments at a point in the plane, the principal bending 
Th© notation used in this section corresponds to that 
used by Timoahenko which is generally recognized as standard 
for the theory of plates. The raeaning of some letters will 
not be the same as in other sections. 
Timoshenko, St op. cit. p. 94. 
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moments are found to be 
(10.6) 
To find tile i^elu© of tJie maxiMum bending moment at any 
point tile value of the derivatives of (10.2) at that point 
Must be substituted into equation (10.6). Differentiation of 
equation (10,2) will produce the derivatives needed. 
The twisting moment on a cross section whose normal laakes 
an angl® a with the x-axis Is given by Timoshenko^. Maxlmi-
zii^ this expression gives the maximum twisting moment on any 
of the cross sections through a point of the plate as 
Substitution of the derivatives into this expression gives 
the itaxiMum twisting moment at any point on the circular plate. 
The shearing fore© per unit length of a cross section of 
the plate whose normal makes an angle a with the x-axis is 
-2D(l-i)) \f^ ^  
Vbz" bz 
(10.7) 
^Ibid. p. 94 
®Ibid. p. 94 
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^ aim, (10.8) 
T 
X 
where the shear on a cross seetion parallel to the y-axls is 
Q m. 5 ir7®. 
 ^w « -4D 
bx dz%z bzbz r] 
and the shear on a cross section parallel to the x-axis Is^ 
 ^ « -3)-A-. y % a -4D1 
y hj 
3 
5% « d w 
dz®dz dzdz 1 (10.10) 
Finding the value of a which aakes a maxiaiita and suhstitu-
ting this and the ©xpressiona (10.9) and (10.10) into (10.8) 
produces: 
(10.11) 
a max \ » — _j8 
Vdzbzdzdz . 
To us© this on any particular circular plate and for a point 
on that plate the third partial deri-natives of (10.2) are 
needed and may be obtained by differentiation of (10,2). 
4i 
If V " 0 is considered as the differentiel equation 
for the deflection of a plate, as is the case in this section. 
Figures S to 10 imy be considered as showing contour lines 
on circular plates Vifith an eccentric hole in each plete, the 
radius of the hole belag half tiiet of the plate. The boundary 
conditions of these pletea ©re restricted so thst the slope 
©t each boundary is constant and the deflection of each boundary 
\bld. p. 88, 
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is also a constant. The defleGtion of the inner boundary 
has been chosen as zero, i.e. the x-y co-ordinate plane has 
been chosen at that level. Figure 2 shows the contour lines 
of a circuler plate of redlus two which has a hole of rarlius 
on® and the eccentricity of the hole is one-fourth. Since 
, i " 1 or 2 
'i 
and is the slope of the plate, the slope on the outer 
boundary is minus six times the slope on the inner boundary. 
Figure 3 shows the contour liness on the same plate when the 
slope of the outer boundary is minus two-thirds the slope of 
the inner boundary. Figure 4 also shows contour lines for the 
same plate, but in this ease the slope at the outer boundary 
is twice the slope at the inner boundary. Figures 5 to 8 
inclusife show contour lines on a plate of radius two which 
hes a hole of radius one whose eccentricity is one-half. 
These figures gi-?© the contour lines at four steges as the 
plate changes from a position in ?jhioh the slope of the outer 
boundary is minus two-thirds that of the inner boundary to a 
position in which the slope of the outer boundary is six times 
that of the inner boundary. In Figure 9 is shown the contour 
lines of this circuler plate vfhen the eccentricity of the hole 
is three-fourths and the outer boundary has s slope equal to 
minus two-thirds thet of the inner, while Figure 10 shows the 
I 
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ease in wMcii tlie slope of the outer bounclary equals two-
thirds that of the Inner boundary. 
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SIIMMJIRY 
•Tlie work of this thesis was undertaken to apply a method 
of analysis not previously applied to the problem of the slow 
flow of viscous fluid between two eccentric, rotating, in­
finitely long cylinders. This was accomplished under the 
assumption that both cylinders might be rotating and the entire 
general solution was retained. The stream function which was 
obtained has been expressed in terms of the original co-ordi-
nates, which had not been done previously. 
In oiiapter IT is obtained the torque and thrust on a 
cylinder. The difference between the torques on the cylinders 
was fotmd to be proportional to the eccentricity, which result 
agrees with the result obtained by D.L. Holl. The limiting 
value of the torque as the cylinders became concentric was 
also obtained and is in agreement with results obtained by 
others, 
Special cases of the flow between eccentric cylinders, 
extending those discussed by Muller, are presented ii]^ section 
9. These bring out more vividly the effect of changing eccen­
tricity and the effect of changing the relative velocities of 
the two cylinders. 
The problem in the theory of thin plates which corresponds 
to this hydrodynamio problem is discussed in section 10. 
_''7 7-4 f 
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Till. APPlHDIi: I. 
^ z 10 
An Infinite series expression for dz z e 
_ *"** J|[ ^  
The expression for 2x S. e as given in equation (4.11) 
dz z 
must be expressed as an infinite series before it can be used 
to aid in determining tlie coefficients obtained in the series 
expression for the stream function sought. This transformation 
to an infinite series is carried out here and the result ex­
pressed in section 4 as equation (4.14), 
Iquation (4»11) gives the function as 
^ z 10 10 
dz ^  
^ H in aa + I ^ SH 1 + 
w{a) a w(a) w* (a) a 
-inr ?  ^sn + im p,,^  jel 
W a «(a) w(a) %'(a) 
(Al.l) 
Divide this function into two parts using as the first 
H In aS* 4- |h- EC^I I + 7 i 
lw{a) w* ia) a w{a) w* (a) a w{a) w* (a) a j , 
Substitution of (4.13) into this yields 
i O r  «  ^  ,  a  a  - i { a ^ a ) 0  a  £ 2  ,  a  - i n 9  
e H In r ^ (-1) r e -»• H In r ^ (-1) re 
L o I 
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+ H(l^re"'®)+ Hie""®* re"'®)- |Jl • (r"^ r)e"®+ e"'®}] 
- H In r'^  (-l)°r°e"''°'''''®- H In r° ^  (-D'p'e"''""''® 
O I 
+ H{© •••r)+H{© -fr)-^!© + p -fr + e J, 
(Al.E) 
The second part of {Al.l) is 
e'^jwui EZB • siai a.(g) • -fill "1, 
lw(a) wMa) w{a) w' (a) ^ 
wMoh upon substitution of (4.1), (4.12) and (4,13) becomes 
.ie 
e 
- ^  -fl n 
I -e>» 
r  f .m m -i{m+2)e a+1 a -imel ^  n in0 
^ ® JS ® 
1 - 2 1  ^"ZiQl r  ^ m m -imG") 
L ¥ a" j[a_^(-l)re j 
[S ° . (AI.3) 
Tbis expression may b© written as 
1 ^  I •, — »+n-l -i(M+n)0 
I* ^ C -1) n ajji* e 
S Z f ^  !-l) V ® 
1 ^ -z -i(m-»-n+2)e 
1 ^  ^ M m^ n-l -l(ia-»-n-2)e 
i 
g ^  ^ -i(m+n-l)9 
aZ^22.'-l' ® 
/ -eo 
I -co 
, -, -i{m-n+l)9 
>w 2:^  f-1) ® 
—5" -« " 
-iCia-n-l)9 
^ (-1) V ® 
—^f~ 
/ _00 
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oo 
. « -r -l{m+n)0 />^ >*i v~i/ n D„r e 
.c_- n 
le 
Comlsinlng like powers of e gives 
~ 2 -
1  < r -  ,  ,  » — -1 p Jl- n «. -1 1 n-1 -1 
a ^ (-1) a a^r * f ^ (-1) n |^ (-1) n 
+ 1^ (-l)"ii V •" I ^  1-1'" v + I ^  (-D^n V 
r •» a Sn+1 n-1 _ (~1) fc«3C 4- (-1) n F„r 
/ 9 ^CO ^ 
+ E ^ (^-1)\ ¥j^ r 2a (-i)^  + 
— *** — oo 
L -«* 
a V i-/ n a^^r + ~ v-1) n a^^r + 
a ^ ®a^ i" 2^2 » ®n^ + 
* «. DO 
.  * 0  
1^  _f^  ® -°° " 
 ^  ^  ^®n^  n \t J + 
~ _ o-O 
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T I ~ -Ck+1) 2 ~ -(k+1) 
a 2^ » fin^ + 
i ^  r 2 , .n+k+1 _ l-k 
a" 52.  ^ a  ^a  ^®b.^  + 
. «ci - 450  ^
-i-K (^^ r <^ f •, * n+k+1 gn-k-l g  ^ (  1 )  n a r  +  C - D  b r  +  ^  ( - 1 )  h . r  
At( II n 
n+k 8n-k+l 
^ , , n+k+1 1-k -K n+k l-k: n+k+1 l-kl 
+ ^ C-1) a Ijjr +a^(-l) n +^(-3.) ni^^r 
_ Cms -J 
Gomblriing lik© terms gi*y©s 
. wEr e.,„, . (^ITSTI 
w{a )  wMa)  w{a )  ® wMa)  '  J  
1 — 1 •- — n 2n. -1 _ 
a ®-i^ - i ai r + (-1) h^r {r-r )+ b^r + + 
-Ike 
e 
/ 
1 ^ k-1 •, „ k-l -1 _, jc+i 
- i k a|.r - 4{k-l) - i k r. r 
a 
— a,
a k 
I-K 
' , , ,n+lc En+k -1 
(i-r )+ b.jj-r -k+1 
+ k + k+li ^ ik9 fi _ (k^l)\^ir j + S « [I k a.: fl ,_ r- k^  ^
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S t-l)'''V'°-Nr-r-^ .  ^ (l-l.)^ 'i V 
t 
Addition of (Al.S| and (Al.4), which, are the tv^o perts of 
(Al.l), yields 
dir ^  ^ 6 p F sBs 2 ®-i -1 ©"T 
dz z ® a a 
2i(-l)°'»nr^ (r-r ^ )+ bor + * e^ [^- f 
+ I «-2''^ - S (-D^ V^ '^^ Cr-r"^ ) + bj^ r^ t J + 
eKt 
^^ikSfit - -(k+1) B i-^-i _ -(k-fl) v-i 1 
® ~ + H - Hr^ ln r^  + H In r^ - ^ (l+r^ ) - ^  
a ® 
— ^  ^Cr-r ^ ) t- •»- ] * 
^ ^-Ike j^^.3^jk+iu i.^"^(i-r^)in r^- | r^~^(l+r^) 
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+ b.^ r^ ""^  + k bj.r'^ *^  « (k+1) 'B'j.+ir'^ *^  ] . 
Tills is identical with equation {4,14) vriilch expresses the 
funotlon ^  ^ which is known on the boundary, as an 
bz z 
infinite series. 
-BS-
IX. AP'PIICDIX II. 
Reauctlon of the infinite equetioas (4.8) to (4.10) and 
(4,16) to (4.20) to a finite nuaber. 
In solving equations (4.8) to (4.10) and (4,16) to 
(4.SO) incluslfe for ttie infinite number of unknowns ?, H, 
S, Bij., b and tbese equations are reduced to the 
finite number of equations (4,21) to (4.26) inclusive. To 
follow the details of this redaction without an outline of 
the method employed would be time consuming; accordingly 
an outline is given here, 
R«arrangiiient of equation (4.16) and multiplioetion by 
k-1 
yields 
^ , , .n+k- Sn, -2 ,, , — # -2 , , a 
K+/ 
^ Ek 
+ (k-Da*^ !^. + at>|j.rj^  - akF^ +^ a{l-k)Fj|^ .^ , 1 • 1 or E, 
k » B, (A2.1) 
Substitution of k + 1 for k and addition of the result to 
(ab.l) produces 
(k"»-2)a.^ g^rj^ "*'^ "i- (k+l)a_jj.„3^ {Er^ ~^ -»- 1)+ ka_jj.(rj^ "'^ +E) (k-l)ir^ _jj,+ 
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i » 1 or S, fc » a,3,---.. (A£.£) 
Elimination of and from equations (AS,2) gives 
-
a{l-k)¥^ ^^ (r^ "^ -^ Tg""^ ) » 0, k « 2, 3, 4, • • • •. 
{A2.3) 
lliminat© a^ froia equations (4.9), obtaining 
f - ff T !Pi'^  """ t ""Sk *"Sk. (-1) a H In tX^ + ®-k 1 " ^ ^ 
'"i" 
+ a ^  (-l)"'^ b„(r,®°'^ - r„^ '®'')ta ^  (-l)"*'^  (r,^ 2 r ®") - o. 
Af/ ** i £5 n J. 
k = 1,2,3, (AE.4) 
Letting k « k + 1 and adding gives 
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« -2k-E -2k-2, - , -2k -2k, 
~ ,.31-fic 211-gk -2 
a S- (-1) b r {1-r ) /c+/ HI 1 
Sn-Sk,, -2, — , -2k _2k, 
a S (-1) Vs -^2 ' * 0' 
k « 1,S,3, {AS.5) 
file expression for  ^ obtained from 
K Y '  H i  X  
equation (4.16) and substituted in (A2.5) procluoes 
. -2k-2 
- kr« ' ]  -  a i . k :  ( l - k )  )  - a ^ . j ^  ( l - k )  ( )  
—pir 
- aEj^^^Cl-kjCr^^ - Tg « 0, k = S,3,4,-..». (A2.6) 
Addition of equatlona (A2.3} and (AE.Q) prodaoes 
/I / -Sk-B -3k-2. — L, -2k-2 -Ek-2, {k*E)a_lj«2^*"^8 J ®-k-l K^t2)(rj^ -r^ ) + 
(k4-l){rj^  Tg + (k+l) 
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I, , -2k -2^  , -2k -2k. 
-a(k+l)¥_^ j^j.(r^  - I- a(l+k)« 0, 
,2,4, . (A2.7) P 
file use of k + 1 for k and elimination of and 
between tli© resulting equation and equation (A2,6} yielde 
k+l 1^ 2^ k -r© 
'•'•'•r^' I »..M. ^ ^1**:^, iin,,i,A- •„, uiW I n . u Ml 
-Sk+2 -2k-t-2 • -3k -Sk 
2*1 -rg 
i^ -k-l* ®-k] * ° 
k « 3,4,5,••••. (A2,8) 
Sinoe this equation is valid for all pairs of cylinders with 
finite radii, the second faotor laust be zero, or 
-^k-1 *  ^" 3,4,5,«."; 
,k+l-
a 
-k " ^ * 5,4,5,••••, 
(A2.9) 
It follows thet 
®-k " ^ " 3,4,5,(A2.10) 
Substitution of {A^.9) into {AS,7) gives 
¥_jj. «  ^" 3,4,5,«*»j 
k * ^ " 2,3,4, •••, 
(A2.11) 
and it also follows that 
» {~1)H^2, « 2,3,4,*»'. (A2.12) 
~89"* 
fbia same type of solution of slciultaneous equations 
applied to equations (4,10) and (4,^0) yield the results 
• (-1)^ b^, k«S,3,4,---. 
(AS.13) 
Substitution of the result (AS.S) and {AS.13) into equstion 
(4,9) and taking k > 3 glTes 
J, k+2 
(-i)\ I {-l)\j^r^^- {-1)^ (-l)^a bg—i—^ 
l-Ti 
. £-k -2-i-k 
+ (-1) a {-1)\ 
1 -
, , .k  ^ k-i-2 / , ,k 
- (-1) a C-l) a fg—i— =0, i - 1 or 2, 
iTi^ 
k « (AS.14) 
ic Ml Dlvis5ion by (-1) rj^ , followed by the use of k 3 and 4 end 
subtraetion of one of these equations from the other and sim-
plifllcation produces the result 
a_j5 " a —-JL—. , i « 1 or 2. (A2.15) 
Substitution of this back into equation (AS.14) and comparison 
with the equation obtained from (4,9) by substitution of 
CAS»9) and (A2.13) into it shows that 
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8-3 " - «-3 8-3 • - ®-3 (AE.16) 
In equation (AS.15) let i « land S, then subtract. The 
result shows that 
-^2 = 0, {A2,17) 
Thus it is shown from (AS.9) to (AS.IE), (A2,16) and (A2.17) 
that 
^ " 2,3,4, •••• (A2,18) 
Th« results (A2,13) and (A3.18) when substitutecl into 
equations (4.8) to (4.10) inolusive and (4.16) to (4,20) in­
clusive yield the finite nuaber of equations in. a finite 
number of unknowns, equations (4.24) to (4,29) inclusive. 
